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ABSTRACT
We present the BACCO project, a simulation framework specially designed to pro-
vide highly-accurate predictions for the distribution of mass, galaxies, and gas as a
function of cosmological parameters. In this paper, we describe our main suite of sim-
ulations (L ∼ 2 Gpc and 43203 particles) and present various validation tests. Using
a cosmology-rescaling technique, we predict the nonlinear mass power spectrum over
the redshift range 0 < z < 1.5 and over scales 10−2 < k/(hMpc−1) < 5 for 800 points
in an 8-dimensional cosmological parameter space. For an efficient interpolation of
the results, we build a Gaussian emulator which we test against other widely-used
methods. Over the whole range of scales considered, we expect our predictions to be
accurate at the 2% level for parameters in the minimal ΛCDM model and to 3% when
extended to dynamical dark energy and massive neutrinos. We make our emulator
publicly available under http://www.dipc.org/bacco
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the last two decades, our understanding of the Uni-
verse has grown tremendously: the accelerated expansion of
the Universe and the existence of dark matter are becoming
firmly established. Furthermore, there are strong constraints
on the micro-physical properties of dark matter and neutri-
nos, and on the statistics of the primordial cosmic fluctu-
ations (e.g. Alam et al. 2017; Planck Collaboration et al.
2018; Gilman et al. 2020).
Despite the progress, there are several tensions among
current data when interpreted within the context of the
ΛCDM model. For instance, the value of the Hubble pa-
rameter inferred from local supernovae is significantly larger
than that inferred from the analysis of the CMB (e.g. Riess
2019; Freedman et al. 2019). Another example is that the
amplitude of fluctuations, S8 =
√
Ωm/0.3σ8, as determined
from low-redshift lensing measurements, appears smaller
than that inferred from CMB (e.g. Asgari et al. 2020).
In the current era of precision cosmology, the large
amount of available large-scale structure (LSS) data
promises accurate measurements of cosmological parameters
with small systematic errors. These future measurements
? E-mail:reangulo@dipc.org
could shed light on the aforementioned tensions, confirm-
ing or ruling out the ΛCDM paradigm (e.g. Weinberg et al.
2013). Many observational campaigns that seek to obtain
this data are under construction or with an imminent start
(e.g. Euclid, DESI, J-PAS).
To fully exploit the upcoming LSS data and obtain
these cosmological constraints, extremely accurate theoret-
ical models are required. This is an active area of research
with different approaches being adopted in the literature.
On the one hand, recent advances in perturbation theory
have increased considerably the range of scales that can
be treated analytically (e.g. Desjacques et al. 2018). These
scales are, however, still in the quasi-linear regime. On the
other hand, cosmological numerical simulations are by far
the most accurate method to model smaller and non-linear
scales (where, in principle, much more additional constrain-
ing power resides). As with analytical models, simulations
have also steadily increased their robustness and accuracy
(e.g. Kuhlen et al. 2012).
Traditionally, numerical simulations were very ex-
pensive computationally and suffered from large cosmic-
variance errors, thus they were only used to calibrate fitting
functions or combined with perturbation theory to provide
predictions for nonlinear structure as a function of cosmol-
ogy (e.g. Smith et al. 2003; Takahashi et al. 2012). This
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has changed recently, as the available computational power
keeps increasing and so-called emulators become more pop-
ular. In this approach, a suite of simulations of different
cosmologies are interpolated to provide predictions in the
nonlinear regime and for biased tracers of the LSS (e.g. Heit-
mann et al. 2014; Nishimichi et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2018;
DeRose et al. 2019; Giblin et al. 2019; Wibking et al. 2019).
To keep computational cost under control, traditional
emulators are typically restricted to a small region in param-
eter space which is sampled with a small number of simula-
tions (∼ 50 − 100), and the individual simulations are low
resolution or simulate a relatively small cosmic volume. This
limits their usability in actual data analyses and/or add a
significant source of uncertainty.
Here we take advantage of several recent advances to
solve these limitations. First, we employ a very efficient
N -body code to carry out a suite of 6 large-volume high-
resolution simulations, which allows to resolve all halos and
subhalos with mass > 5 × 1010h−1M, together with their
merger histories. We employ initial conditions with sup-
pressed variance, which allows to predict robustly even scales
comparable to our simulated volume. These simulations are
combined with cosmology-rescaling algorithms, so that pre-
dictions can be obtained for any arbitrary set of cosmolog-
ical parameters. Overall, this approach allows us to make
highly accurate predictions for the large-scale phase-space
structure of dark matter, galaxies, and baryons.
Our approach has many advantages over others in the
literature. Firstly, we can predict the matter distribution
over a broad range of scales, with high force accuracy and
over a large cosmic volume. This allows for detailed mod-
ellings of the distribution of gas and the impact of “bary-
onic effects” (Schneider et al. 2018; Chisari et al. 2019; Arico`
et al. 2019). We can also resolve collapsed dark matter struc-
tures and their formation history, which enables sophisti-
cated modelling of the galaxies that they are expected to
host (e.g. Henriques et al. 2020; Moster et al. 2018; Chaves-
Montero et al. 2016). In addition, the cosmological param-
eter space is large and densely sampled, so that emulator
uncertainties are kept under a desired level. Finally, the
parameter space includes non-standard ΛCDM parameters,
dynamical dark energy and massive neutrinos.
As an initial application of our framework, we have used
our suite of specially-designed simulations to predict the
nonlinear mass power spectrum over the range 0 < z < 1.5
for 800 different cosmologies within an 8-dimensional param-
eter space defined by a ∼ 10σ volume around Planck’s best-
fit values. From these, we construct and present a Gaussian
emulator so that these predictions are easily accessible to
other researchers. Overall, we reach a few percent accuracy
over the whole range of parameters considered.
Our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is devoted
to presenting our numerical simulations and to the descrip-
tion and validation of numerical methods. In Section 3 we
describe the construction of an emulator for the nonlinear
power spectrum. In particular, Section 3.1.1 discusses our
strategy for selecting training cosmologies, Section 3.1.4 dis-
cusses our power spectra measurements. Finally, in Section
3.2.3 we compare our predictions with other approaches. We
summarise our results and discuss the implications of our
work in Section 4.
2 NUMERICAL METHODS
2.1 The BACCO Simulations
The “BACCO simulations” is a suite of 6 N -body simula-
tions that follow the nonlinear growth of dark matter struc-
ture within a cubic region of L=1440h−1Mpc on a side.
These calculations are performed for three different sets
of cosmological parameters with two realizations each. The
matter distribution is represented by 43203 (∼ 80 billion)
particles.
The three cosmologies adopted by our BACCO sim-
ulations are provided in Table 1. We dub these cosmolo-
gies narya, nenya, and vilya1. These sets are inconsistent
with the latest observational constraints, but they were in-
tentionally chosen to so that they can be efficiently com-
bined with cosmology-rescaling algorithms (Angulo & White
2010). Specifically, Contreras et al. (2020) showed that these
3 cosmologies are optimal, in terms of accuracy and compu-
tational cost, to cover all the cosmologies within a region of
∼ 10σ around the best values found by a recent analysis of
the Planck satellite (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014a).
For narya and vilya we stored 50 snapshots, equally
log-spaced in expansion factor, a, and adopt a Plummer-
equivalent softening length of  = 6.7h−1kpc. As pointed
out by Contreras et al. (2020), most of the cosmological pa-
rameter volume is covered by rescaling nenya, thus we have
increased the force resolution and frequency of its outputs
to  = 5h−1kpc and 100 snapshots, respectively. All simula-
tions were started at a = 0.02 using 2nd-order Lagrangian
Perturbation theory, and were evolved up to a = 1.25 so
that they can be accurately scaled to cosmologies with large
amplitude of fluctuations.
For each of the three cosmologies, we carry out two real-
izations with an initial mode amplitude fixed to the ensemble
mean, and opposite Fourier phases (Angulo & Pontzen 2016;
Pontzen et al. 2016). These “Paired-&-Fixed” initial condi-
tions allow for a significant reduction of cosmic variance in
the resulting power spectrum in the linear and quasi-linear
scales (which are the most affected by cosmic variance), as
it has been tested extensively in recent works (Chuang et al.
2019; Villaescusa-Navarro et al. 2018; Klypin et al. 2020).
The BACCO simulations were carried out in the Sum-
mer of 2019 at Marenostrum-IV at the Barcelona Supercom-
puting Center (BSC) in Spain. We ran our N -body code in
a hybrid distributed/shared memory setup employing 8192
cores using 4096 MPI tasks. The run time was 7.2 million
CPU hours, equivalent of 35 days of wall-clock time. The
total storage required for all data products is about 80 TB.
To compare against recent emulator projects, we notice
these simulations have 10 times better mass resolution, 4
times better force resolution, and 2× 3 the volume of those
used by the AEMULUS project (DeRose et al. 2019); 50
times the volume and 3 times better mass resolution than
MassiveNuS (Liu et al. 2018); 6 times better mass resolu-
tion, 50% larger volume, and twice the spatial resolution
than those in the EUCLID emulator project (Euclid Col-
laboration et al. 2019); 10 times more particles and slightly
better force resolution than the runs of the DarkEmulator
1 narya, vilya, and nenya are the most powerful rings after
Sauron’s “One Ring” in “The Lord of the Rings” mythology.
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Figure 1. The projected mass density field in nenya, one of our six BACCO simulations, at z = 0. Each image corresponds to a
25 h−1Mpc deep projection employing a tri-cubic Lagrangian interpolation method. Top, middle, and bottom panels progressively zoom
into a 1440h−1Mpc, 360h−1Mpc, and 90h−1Mpc-wide region of the simulation.
(Nishimichi et al. 2018); 2 times better mass resolution and
similar force resolution and volume to the simulations in the
Mira-Titan Universe project (Heitmann et al. 2014).
In Fig. 1 we display the projected matter density field of
nenya at z = 0. Each panel shows a region of the simulated
volume, the top panel a region 1440h−1Mpc wide – the full
simulation side-length –, whereas middle and bottom pan-
els zoom in regions 960 and 360h−1Mpc wide, respectively.
We display the density field as estimated via a tri-cubic La-
grangian tessellation using only 10803 particles. Note that
thanks to this interpolation, no particle discreteness is visi-
ble and filaments and voids become easily distinguishable.
2.2 The simulation code
The N -body code we employ is an updated version of
L-Gadget3 (Springel 2005; Angulo et al. 2012). This code
was originally developed for the Millennium-XXL project
and was successfully executed with more than 10,000 CPUs
employing 30Tb of RAM. Compared with previous ver-
sions of Gadget, L-Gadget3 features an hybrid OpenMP/P-
thread/MPI parallelisation strategy and improved domain
decomposition algorithms.
In addition to these improvements, our updated
L-Gadget3 version stores all outputs in the HDF5 format,
implements the possibility of simulating massive neutri-
nos via the linear response approach (Ali-Ha¨ımoud & Bird
2013), and features an improvement in the Tree-PM force
split and in Kick-Drift operators. The output data struc-
ture is such to allow a straightforward reconstruction of the
full phase-space distribution via tri-cubic Lagrangian inter-
polation (Hahn & Angulo 2016; Stu¨cker et al. 2019).
The code carries out a large fraction of the required
post-processing on the fly. Specifically, this includes the
2LPT initial conditions generator, group finding via Friends-
of-Friends algorithms and an improved version of SUBFIND
(Springel et al. 2001) that is also able to track tidally-
disrupted structures, and a descendant finder and merger
tree construction (c.f. §2.2.1).
Thanks to the in-lining of these tools, it is not neces-
sary to store the full particle load at every snapshot, which
significantly reduces the I/O and long-term storage require-
ments. The dark matter distribution is, however, very use-
ful in many applications, thus L-Gadget3 is able to store a
subset of particles sampling homogeneously the initial La-
grangian distribution.
2.2.1 SubFind and Group finders
The identification of bound structures is a key aspect of N -
body simulations, thus L-Gadget3 features a version of the
SUBFIND algorithm with several improvements.
The first improvement is the ability to track subhalos
on-the-fly across snapshots – defining progenitor and de-
scendants –, computing various additional quantities such
as peak halo mass, peak maximum circular velocity, infall
subhalo mass, and mass accretion rate, among others. These
properties become useful when modelling galaxy formation
within gravity-only simulations (e.g. Chaves-Montero et al.
2016; Moster et al. 2018).
The second improvement of our updated version of
SUBFIND is the use of the subhalo catalogue in the previ-
ous snapshot to better identify structures. In the original
algorithm, particles are first sorted according to the local
density, then when a saddle point is detected, the most mas-
sive group at that point is considered as the primary struc-
ture. This, however, can cause inconsistencies across time, as
small changes can lead to fluctuations in the structure con-
sidered as primary. In our version of SUBFIND instead, when
a saddle point is detected, we consider as primary the sub-
structure whose main progenitor is the most massive. This
has proven to return more stable merger trees and quanti-
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2019)
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Table 1. The cosmological parameters of the three “BACCO” simulations presented in this paper: Vilya, Nenya and Narya
σ8 Ωm Ωb ns h Mν w0 wa L [h
−1Mpc] mp [h−1M]  [h−1kpc] Np
Vilya 0.9 0.27 0.06 0.92 0.65 0.0 -1.0 0.0 1440 2.77× 109 6.7 43203
Nenya 0.9 0.315 0.05 1.01 0.60 0.0 -1.0 0.0 1440 3.2× 109 5 43203
Narya 0.9 0.36 0.05 1.01 0.70 0.0 -1.0 0.0 1440 3.7× 109 6.7 43203
Figure 2. The impact of numerical parameters in our simulated
nonlinear mass power spectra at z = 0 and z = 1. We display
fractional differences with respect to the measurements in a sim-
ulation that adopts the same accuracy parameters as our main
BACCO simulations. The grey bands indicate a region of ±1%.
ties that are not local in time (e.g. peak maximum circular
velocity).
Finally, during their evolution, substructures can dis-
appear from a simulation due to artifacts in the structure
finder, finite numerical resolution, or because its mass falls
below the resolution limit owing to tidal stripping. The last
of our improvements to SUBFIND is the ability to track all
subhalos with no recognizable descendant, keeping the posi-
tion and velocity of their most bound particle. This is a in-
dispensable feature to correctly model the small-scale galaxy
clustering in dark matter simulations (Guo & White 2014).
At every output time, we store FoF groups and SUBFIND
subhalos with more than 10 particles. In total, there are
approximately 129 billion groups and 214 billion subhalos in
our outputs. This means our simulations are able to resolve
halos with mass 5×1010h−1M, and subhalos with a number
density of 0.1h3Mpc−3 at z = 0.
2.3 Validation
2.3.1 Time and force resolution
In order to quantify the accuracy of our results, we have
carried out a suite of small, L = 64h−1Mpc box, simula-
tions where we systematically vary the numerical parameters
around those adopted in the BACCO simulations. Specifi-
cally, we consider the time-integration accuracy, force calcu-
lation accuracy, softening length, and mass resolution.
In Fig. 2 we compare the nonlinear power spectrum
between these test runs and one that adopts the same nu-
merical parameters and mean interparticle separation as our
main BACCO simulations. Solid and dashed lines denote the
results at z = 0 and z = 1, respectively. In all panels the
grey shaded region indicates ±1% agreement.
In the top panel we display simulations with different
mass resolutions, N1/3/L = [2, 3, 4]. The main effect of mass
resolution is how well small non-linear structures are re-
solved. We see no significant effect up to k ∼ 5hMpc−1 and
a mild increase, of about 1% in the power at k ∼ 10hMpc−1
when improving the mass resolution.
The main source of inaccuracies in the force calculation
are the terms neglected in the oct-tree multipole expansion.
Specifically, Gadget considers only the monopole contribu-
tion down to tree-nodes of mass M and size ` that fulfill
GM2
r2
(
`
r
)
> α|~a| for a particle at a distance r and accel-
eration |~a|. Thus, the accuracy in the force calculation is
controlled by the parameter α. In the second panel we vary
this parameter and see that with exception of α = 0.01,
i.e. twice poorer force resolution than that in BACCO, the
power spectrum is converged at a sub-percent level.
As in previous versions of Gadget, time-steps in
L-Gadget3 are computed individually for each particle as√
2η/|~a|, where  is the softening and |~a| is the magnitude
of the acceleration in the previous timestep. The parameter
η therefore controls how accurately orbits are integrated. In
the third panel we vary this parameter increasing/decreasing
it by a factor of 4/2 with respect to our fiducial value,
η = 0.05. We see that the power spectrum varies almost neg-
ligibly with less than a 0.5% impact up to k ∼ 10hMpc−1.
Perhaps the most important degree of freedom in a nu-
merical simulation is the softening length, , a parameter
that smooths two-body gravitational interactions (note that
in Gadget, forces become Newtonian at a distance 2.7). In
the fourth panel we compare three simulations with 50%
higher and lower values of  to values equal to 1/140 and
1/35 − th of the mean interparticle separation. On small
scales we see that the amount of power increases systemati-
cally the lower the value of the softening length. In particu-
lar, our fiducial configuration underestimates the power by
1(2.5)% at k ∼ 5(10)hMpc−1.
In summary, our results appear converged to better
than 1% up to k ∼ 5hMpc−1, and to ∼ 3% up to k ∼
10hMpc−1. The main numerical parameter preventing bet-
ter convergence is the softening length. To mitigate its im-
pact, we have adopted the following empirical correction to
our power spectrum results
P (k)→ P (k) [1 + 1.62× 10−2(erfc(ln(k/)− 3.1)− 2)] (1)
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2019)
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Figure 3. The nonlinear mass power spectrum at z = 0 of the
“Euclid code comparison project”. Each coloured curve displays
the predictions of a different N -body code, as indicated by the
legend, and we display ratios relative to our simulation result cor-
rected by finite numerical resolution. Note that all N -body codes
agree to better than 1% precision up to k ∼ 10hMpc−1, with the
exception of the original Gadget3 run presented in Schneider et
al (2016).
where  is the softening length in units of hMpc−1, and
erfc is the complementary error function. We we found this
expression by fitting the effect seen in the bottom panel
of Fig. 2. We will apply this correction by default which
brings the expected nominal accuracy of our power spectrum
predictions to ∼ 1% on all scales considered.
2.3.2 The EUCLID comparison project
To further validate our N -body code and quantify the accu-
racy of our numerical simulations, we have carried out the
main simulation of the “Euclid code comparison project”,
presented in Schneider et al. (2016). This simulation con-
sists of 20483 particles of mass 1.2 × 109 h−1M in a
500h−1Mpc box, and has been carried out with several N -
body codes: RAMSES (Teyssier 2002), PkdGrav3 (Potter et al.
2017), Gagdet3 , and recently with ABACUS by Garrison et al.
(2019).
Our realisation of this simulation adopts the same
force and time-integration accuracy parameters as of main
BACCO simulations, and the same softening lenght as
nenya,  = 5h−1kpc. The full calculation required 6230
timesteps and took 3×105 CPU hours employing 1024 MPI
Tasks.
In Fig. 3 we compare the resulting power spectra at z =
0. We display the ratio with respect to our L-Gadget3 results
including the correction provided in Eq. 1. For comparison,
we display the uncorrected measurement as a blue dashed
line. Note the spikes on large scales are caused by noise due
to a slighly different k-binning in the spectra.
Our results, PkdGrav, RAMSES, and that of ABACUS agree
to a remarkable level – they differ by less than 1% up to
k ∼ 10hMpc−1. This is an important verification of the ab-
solute accuracy of our results, but it is also an important
cross-validation of all these 4 N -body codes. Interestingly,
the Gadget3 result presented in Schneider et al. (2016) is
clearly in tension with the other 4 codes. Since the under-
lying core algorithms in our code and in Gadget3 are the
same, the difference is likely a consequence of numerical pa-
rameters adopted by Schneider et al. (2016) not being as
accurate as those for the other runs. In the future, it will
be important to conduct code comparison projects were nu-
merical parameters are chosen so that each code provides
results converged to a given degree.
2.3.3 The BACCO simulations
Having validated our numerical setup, we now present an
overview of the results of our BACCO simulations at z = 0
in Fig. 4.
In the left panel we show the nonlinear power spectrum
in real space. Firstly, we see the low level of random noise in
our predictions owing to the “Paired-&-Fixed” method. On
large scales, we have checked that our results agree at the
0.5% level with respect to the linear theory solution, which
we compute for each cosmology using the Bolztmann code
CLASS (Lesgourgues 2011). Also on large scales, we see that
the three simulations display significantly different power
spectra, despite the three of them having identical values for
σ8. This is mostly a consequence of their different primordial
spectral index, ns. In contrast, on scales smaller than k ∼
0.2hMpc−1, the spectra become much more similar as their
linear spectra also do (shown by dotted lines).
In the middle panel we show the monopole of the
redshift-space correlation functions for subhalos with a spa-
tial number density equal to 10−3 h3Mpc−3 selected accord-
ing to their peak maximum circular velocity. This is roughly
analogous to a stellar mass selection above 5× 1010h−1M.
We see a significant difference in the correlation amplitude
among simulations. This hints at the potential constrain-
ing power of LSS if a predictive model for the galaxy bias is
available. We display each of the two “Paired-&-Fixed” sim-
ulations in each cosmology as solid and dashed lines. Unlike
in the power spectrum plot, the effect of pairing the initial
phase fields is visible.
Finally, in the right panel of Fig. 4 we display the
mass function of halos identified by the FoF algorithm. As
in previous cases, there are clear differences among cos-
mologies. The minimum halo mass in our simulations is
∼ 3− 4× 1010 h−1M, which should suffice to model galax-
ies with star formation rates above 10h−1M/year at z ∼ 1
(Orsi & Angulo 2018), as expected to be observed by surveys
like EUCLID, DESI, or J-PAS (Favole et al. 2017).
In the next section we will employ our BACCO simu-
lations to predict the nonlinear mass power spectrum as a
function of cosmology.
3 NONLINEAR MASS POWER SPECTRUM
EMULATOR
Our aim is to make fast predictions for the nonlinear power
spectrum over the whole region of currently-viable cosmolo-
gies. In this section we describe how we achieve this by build-
ing (§3.1) and testing of a matter power spectrum emulator
(§3.2).
Our basic strategy is the following:
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2019)
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Figure 4. Predictions from the BACCO simulations, vilya, nenya, and narya, at z = 0. Left panel shows the nonlinear mass power
spectrum as solid lines, and linear perturbation theory as dotted lines. The middle panel shows the redshift-space correlation function
for subhalos with a number density of 10−3 h3 Mpc−3, where solid and dashed lines show the results for each of the two opposite-phase
simulations. The right panel shows the Friends-of-Friends halo mass function, with vertical dashed lines indicating the mass limit resolved
with 10 and 100 particles.
First, we define a target region in cosmological param-
eter space (§3.1.1) and iteratively select a set of training
points that minimise the emulator uncertainty (§3.1.2).
Second, we use the cosmology-rescaling approach over
the outputs of our BACCO simulations (§3.1.3) to predict
the power spectra in those training cosmologies (§3.1.4).
Finally, we use Gaussian processes to build an emulator
for the power spectra over the linear expectation (§3.1.7).
We test the performance and accuracy of our emula-
tor (§3.2.2) and compare it against widely-used methods to
predict the nonlinear power spectrum (§3.2.3).
3.1 Building the emulator
3.1.1 The parameter space
In this paper we aim to cover 8 parameters of the ΛCDM
model extended with massive neutrinos and dynamical dark
energy. Specifically, we consider the parameter range:
σ8 ∈ [0.73, 0.9]
Ωm ∈ [0.23, 0.4]
Ωb ∈ [0.04, 0.06]
ns ∈ [0.92, 1.01] (2)
h [100 km s−1Mpc−1] ∈ [0.6, 0.8]
Mν [eV] ∈ [0.0, 0.4]
w0 ∈ [−1.15,−0.85]
wa ∈ [−0.3, 0.3]
where Mν is the total mass in neutrinos, σ8 is the r.m.s.
linear cold mass (dark matter plus baryons) variance in
8h−1Mpc spheres, and w0 and wa define the time evolution
of the dark energy equation of state: w(z) = w0 +(1−a)wa.
The parameter range we consider for (σ8, Ωm, Ωb, ns) corre-
sponds to a ∼ 10σ region around the best-fit parameters of
the analysis of Planck Collaboration et al. (2014b). For the
dimensionless Hubble parameter, h, we expand the range to
cover a 4σ region around current low-redshift measurements
from supernovae data (Riess 2019).
We assume a flat geometry, i.e. Ωk = 0 and Ωm + Ωw +
Ων = 1. We keep fixed the effective number of relativistic
species to Neff = 3.046, and the temperature of the CMB
TCMB = 2.7255 K and neglect the impact of radiation (i.e.
Ωr = 0). Note, however, that it is relatively straightforward
to relax these assumptions and include in our framework
varying curvature, relativistic degrees of freedom, or other
ingredients.
For comparison, we notice that the range of parame-
ters covered by our emulator is approximately twice as large
as that of the Euclid emulator (with the exception of w0,
which is similar), which implies a parameter space volume
∼ 200 times larger, and that it covers cosmological parame-
ters beyond the minimal ΛCDM: dynamical dark energy and
massive neutrinos. In contrast, our parameter space is sim-
ilar to that considered by the Mira-Titan Universe project
(Heitmann et al. 2016; Lawrence et al. 2017), however, as
we will discuss next, we cover the space with approximately
20 times the number of sampling points.
3.1.2 Training Cosmology Set
The next step is to define the cosmologies with which we
will train our emulator. This is usually done by sampling the
desired space with a Latin-Hypercube (e.g. Heitmann et al.
2006). We adopt a slightly different strategy based on the
idea of iterative emulation of Pellejero-Iban˜ez et al. (2019)
(see also Rogers et al. 2019), where we preferentially select
training points in regions of high emulator uncertainty.
Let us first define the emulated quantity:
Q(k, z) ≡ log(P (k, z)/Plinear(k, z)) (3)
where Plinear is the linear theory power spectrum and P (k) is
the measured nonlinear power spectrum of cold matter (i.e.
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2019)
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Figure 5. Distribution of cosmologies employed to build our BACCO emulator. Blue symbols display the location of cosmologies in
our initial training set, whereas orange and green symbols display those subsequently selected by our iterative method. In each plot, the
limits coincide with the full range of values considered (c.f. Eq 2).
excluding neutrinos). Emulating this quantity, rather than
the full nonlinear power spectra, reduces significantly the
dynamical range of the emulation, simplifying the problem
and thus delivering more accurate results (see e.g. Euclid
Collaboration et al. 2019).
To build our training set, we first construct a Latin-
Hypercube with 400 points. We then build an emulator for
Q, which provides the expectation value and variance for
the emulated quantity (c.f. §3.1.7 for more details). We then
evaluate the emulator over a Latin-Hypercube built with
2,000 points, and select the 100 points expected to have the
largest uncertainty in their predictions. We add these points
to our training set and re-build the emulator. We repeat this
procedure 4 times.
We display the final set of training cosmologies, com-
prised of 800 points, in Fig. 5. Blue symbols indicate the
initial training cosmologies, whereas orange and green sym-
bols do so for the 2nd and 4th iteration, respectively. We
can appreciate that most points in the iterations are located
near the boundaries of the cosmological space, which min-
imise extrapolation.
It is worth mentioning that we sample our space sig-
nificantly better than typical emulators. For instance, the
Mira-Titan and Euclid Emulator projects employ 36 and
100 simulations, respectively. This implies that we can keep
the emulator errors under any desired level, which could be
problematic otherwise, as parameter-dependent uncertain-
ties in models, could in principle bias parameter estimates.
On the other hand, sampling points can be designed opti-
mally so that emulation errors are much smaller than a naive
Latin Hypercube (Heitmann et al. 2014; Rogers et al. 2019),
however, this can be only be done optimally for a single sum-
mary statistic: what could be optimal for the matter power
spectrum, is not necessarily the best for, e.g, the quadrupole
of the galaxy power spectrum.
3.1.3 Cosmology rescaling
Our next step is to predict nonlinear structure for each of
our training cosmologies. For this, we employ the latest in-
carnation of the cosmology-rescaling algorithm, originally
introduced by Angulo & White (2010).
In short, the cosmology-rescaling algorithm seeks a
coordinate and time transformation such that the linear
rms variance coincides in the original and target cosmolo-
gies. This transformation is motivated by extended Press-
Schechter arguments, and returns highly accurate predic-
tions for the mass function and properties of collapsed ob-
jects. On large scales, the algorithm uses 2nd-order La-
grangian Perturbation Theory to modify the amplitude of
Fourier modes as consistent with the change of cosmology.
On small scales, the internal structure of halos is modified
using physically-motivated models for the concentration-
mass-redshift relation (e.g. Ludlow et al. 2016).
The accuracy of the cosmology algorithm has been
tested by multiple authors (Ruiz et al. 2011; Angulo &
Hilbert 2015; Mead & Peacock 2014; Mead et al. 2015; Ren-
neby et al. 2018; Contreras et al. 2020), and it has been re-
cently extended to the case of massive neutrinos by Zennaro
et al. (2019). Specifically, by comparing against a suite of N -
body simulations, Contreras et al. (2020) explicitly showed
that the cosmology rescaling achieves an accuracy of . 3%
up to k = 5hMpc−1 over the same range of cosmological
parameter values we consider here (c.f. Eq. 2). The largest
errors appear on small scales and for dynamical dark en-
ergy parameters but, when restricted to the 6 parameters
of the minimal ΛCDM model, the rescaling returns 1% ac-
curate predictions. Note that the level of accuracy is set by
the performance of current models for the concentration-
mass-redshift relation (which usually are not calibrated for
beyond ΛCDM parameters), and future progress along those
lines should feedback into higher accuracy for our emulator.
For our task at hand, we first split the parameter space
into three disjoint regions where nenya, narya, or vilya will
be employed (Contreras et al. 2020). Then, we load in mem-
ory a given snapshot of a given simulation and then rescale
it to the corresponding subset of the 800 cosmologies. We
employ 10 snapshots per simulation.
The full rescaling algorithm takes approximately 2 min-
utes (on 12 threads using OpenMP parallelization) per cos-
mology and redshift. Thus, all the required computations for
building the emulator required approximately 10, 000 CPU
hours – a negligible amount compared to that employed to
run a single state-of-the-art N -body simulation.
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3.1.4 Power Spectrum Measurements
We estimate the power spectrum in our rescaled simula-
tion outputs using Fast Fourier Transforms. We employ a
cloud-in-cells assignment scheme over two interlaced grids
(Sefusatti et al. 2016) of N = 10243 points. To achieve effi-
cient measurements at higher wavenumbers, we repeat this
procedure after folding the simulation box 4 times in each
dimension. We measure the power spectrum in 120 evenly-
spaced bins in log k, from k = 0.01 to 5hMpc−1, and tran-
sition from the full to the folded measurement at half the
Nyquist frequency. We have explicitly checked that this pro-
cedure returns sub-percent accurate power spectrum mea-
surements over the full range of scales considered.
Although our BACCO simulations have high mass res-
olution, for computational efficiency, hereafter we will con-
sider a subset of 10803 particles (uniformly selected in La-
grangian space) as our dark matter catalogue. This cata-
logue, however, is affected by discreteness noise. For a Pois-
son sampling of N points over a box of sidelength L, the
power spectrum receives a contribution equal to (L/N)3.
However, this might not be an accurate estimate for our
discreteness noise since our sampling is homogeneous in La-
grangian coordinates. We have estimated its actual contri-
bution as a third-order polynomial by comparing the spectra
of the full and undiluted samples at different redshifts. We
found that the amplitude is proportional to ∼ 0.6 times the
Poisson noise at z = 0, and that it progressively decreases
in amplitude at higher redshifts, to reach ∼ 0.2 times the
Poisson noise at z = 2.
All our power spectrum measurements will be cor-
rected by discreteness noise by subtracting the term de-
scribed above, and further corrected for finite numerical ac-
curacy following section §2.3.1. However, this procedure is
not perfect, and we still detect ∼ 2% residuals at z ∼ 1
at k ∼ 5hMpc−1. This will contribute to uncertainties in
our emulator, which, however, are smaller than systematic
uncertainties induced by the cosmology scaling.
3.1.5 Emulator Data
In total, we employ more than 16,000 power spectrum mea-
surements; 400+400 training cosmologies at approximately
10 different cosmic times for two paired simulations. Grey
shaded regions in Fig. 6 show the range covered by this data
at z = 0 and z = 1, with the inset focusing on the range of
wavemodes where baryonic acoustic oscillations are found.
Blue and red lines show two randomly-chosen cosmologies.
On the largest scales, we can see that our rescaled sim-
ulations agree almost perfectly with linear theory. Although
expected, it provides further validation of the dataset. On
intermediate scales, we can see an oscillatory behaviour –
better appreciated in the figure insets. This is a consequence
of the nonlinear smearing of baryonic acoustic oscillations
caused mostly by large-scale flows. At higher redshifts, the
amplitude of this feature decreases since BAO are better de-
scribed by linear theory. On smaller highly nonlinear scales,
we see an increase of more than one order of magnitude with
different cosmologies differing by even factors of 3-4.
Figure 6. Nonlinear power spectra at z = 0 and z = 1 over
the linear theory expectations, as predicted by rescaled BACCO
simulations. Grey regions indicate the range covered by the train-
ing set employed to construct our emulator. Blue and red lines
display two particular, randomly-chosen, measurements.
Figure 7. Top: The amplitude of the first 8 vectors of a principal
component analysis of our power spectrum data. Bottom: Ratio
between the original and PCA-reconstructed Q ≡ log(P/Plinear)
for a random 2% of our data at z = 0. The grey band indicates a
region of ±0.5%, which can be considered as an indication of the
statistical noise in our data.
3.1.6 Principal Component Analysis
To reduce the dimensionality of our power spectrum mea-
surements, we have performed a principal components (PC)
analysis over our whole dataset, after subtracting the mean.
We have kept the 8 k-vectors with the highest eigenvalues,
which together can explain all but 10−3 of the data variance.
In the top panel of Fig. 7 we show the amplitude of these
PCs, as indicated by the legend. The most important vector
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Figure 8. Comparison between the nonlinear power spectrum at z = 0 as predicted by a full N -body simulation and our BACCO
emulator for a set of cosmological parameters consistent with recent analyses of the Planck satellite data. The left panel shows the
full power spectrum, whereas middle and rightmost panel show the same data relative to the expectations of linear theory or halofit,
respectively. The emulator and simulation predictions agree to better than ∼ 2% over the full range of scales considered.
is a smooth function of wavenumber and roughly captures
the overall impact of nonlinear evolution. Subsequent vec-
tors describe the smearing of the BAO and further nonlinear
modifications. It is worth noting that only the 7th and 8th
PC vectors display any noticeable noise, owing to the highly
precise input dataset.
In the bottom panel of the Fig. 7 we display the ratio of
the full Q ≡ log(P/Plinear) over that reconstructed using the
first PCs aforementioned. We show the results for a random
2% of the power spectrum in our training data. We can see
that almost all of them are recovered to better than 0.5%.
It is interesting to note that the residuals, although increase
on intermediate scales, are mostly devoid of structure, which
suggests that including additional PCs will simply recover
more accurately the intrinsic noise in our dataset rather than
systematic dependencies on cosmology.
To confirm this idea, we have repeated our emulation
but keeping twice as many PCs. Although the description of
the values of Q in our dataset gained accuracy (decreasing
the differences down to ∼ 0.25%), the performance of the
emulator at predicting other cosmologies did not increase.
This supports the idea that PCs beyond the 8-th are simply
capturing particular statistical fluctuations in the training
set, rather than cosmology-induced features.
3.1.7 Gaussian processes
To interpolate between our training data, and thus predict
Q(k, z) for any cosmology, we will employ Gaussian Pro-
cesses Regression. Note that other options are possible, such
as polynomial chaos expansion, or deep neural networks.
In short, Gaussian processes assume that every subset
of points in a given space is jointly Gaussian distributed
with zero mean and covariance K. The covariance is a priori
unknown but it can be estimated from a set of observations
(e.g. our training set). Once the covariance is specified, the
Gaussian process can predict the full probability distribution
function anywhere in the parameter space.
In our case, we measure the amplitude associated to
each PC in each training set. We then build a separate Gaus-
sian Process for each of our PCs, using the package GPy (GPy
Figure 9. Comparison between Q ≡ log(P/Plinear) predicted by
our emulator and that computed directly by scaling our BACCO
simulations to the desired cosmology. Top and bottom panels dis-
play results at z = 1 and z = 0, respectively, for 10 cosmologies
that span our whole parameter space.
2012). We assume the covariance kernel to be described by
a squared exponential, with correlation length and variance
set to the values that best describe the correlation among
our data, found by maximising the marginal likelihood.
For a given target cosmology in our parameter space,
we can predict the amplitude associated to each PC and
then reconstruct the full Q(k, z) vector. Any given evalua-
tion takes approximately 180 milliseconds.
3.2 Testing the emulator
3.2.1 A first example
We present a first look at our emulator results in Fig. 8,
where we show the nonlinear power spectrum at z = 0 for a
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Figure 10. Comparison between nonlinear power spectrum predicted by our emulator and by four other methods. From left to right,
panels display a comparison against Halofit, Euclid Emulator, NGenHaloFit, and MiraTitan. Top and bottom rows show results for
z = 1 and z = 0, respectively. Each coloured curve represents a different cosmology within the parameter space where the Euclid
Emulator has been calibrated. We highlight the “Euclid reference” cosmology as a thick line. Grey bands indicate ±1 and ±2% regions.
Figure 11. The ratio between the cold matter power spectra
in massive neutrino cosmologies, P νc , and the case without any
massive neutrino, P ν=0c . We show the predictions of linear theory
(dotted line) and of three models: HaloFit, Mira-Titan emulator
and our BACCO emulator.
cosmology consistent with a recent analysis of Planck data.
Specifically, we consider: σ8 = 0.8102, Ωm = 0.30964, Ωb =
0.04897, ns = 0.9665, h = 0.6766, Mν = 0.0, w0 = −1.0,
wa = 0.0. The left panel shows the full power spectrum,
the middle panel do so relative to linear theory, and the
rightmost panel relative to HaloFit calibrated by Takahashi
et al. (2012).
For comparison, we include as orange circles, the results
of a full N -body simulation with the same mass resolution
and numerical parameters as those of our main BACCO
suite, but in a smaller box, L = 512h−1Mpc. Also as in our
BACCO suite, the initial conditions have been “Paired-&-
Fixed” for this simulation.
Overall, we can see that the BACCO emulator and the
N -body simulation agree to a remarkable level, being in-
distinguishable by eye in the leftmost and middle panels.
In particular, on large scales, both agree with linear theory
(which only can be appreciated thanks to the “Paired-&-
Fixed” initial conditions); on intermediate scales, both also
predict a BAO featured smeared out compared to linear the-
ory.
In the rightmost panel we can see these aspects in more
detail. Firstly, we note that the simulation and emulator re-
sults agree to about 1% on all the scales considered. This
is consistent with the expected accuracy of the cosmology
rescaling method, but also note that due to its somewhat
small volume, the cosmic variance in the N -body simulation
results are not negligible. It is also interesting to note the
systematic disagreement with the predictions from halofit.
In following subsections we will explore these differences fur-
ther.
3.2.2 Accuracy
To start testing the accuracy of our emulator, we have de-
fined 10 cosmologies distributed over the target parameter
space (c.f.§3.1.1) using a Latin hypercube. We then rescale
our BACCO outputs to those parameters and compare the
results against our emulation predictions. This essentially
tests how accurate the PCA decomposition and emulation
via Gaussian Process Regression are.
In Fig. 9 we show the ratio of the emulated to the
rescaled nonlinear power spectrum at z = 0 and z = 1
for the 10 cosmologies mentioned before (we recall that nor
z = 0 nor z = 1 were explicitly included in the emulator).
We can see that on all scales our results are better than ±2%
percent, and that most of the cosmologies are predicted to
better that 1% at z = 0. Although this is already a high
accuracy, we note that more and more rescaled results can
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be added over time to progressively improve the quality of
the emulation. We can also appreciate oscillatory features
around the wavenumbers where BAO are located, this sug-
gest that emulating more finely binned power spectra, could
recover them more precisely.
We recall that this level of uncertainty is comparable to
the accuracy expected by the cosmology rescaling algorithm:
1% for parameters of the minimal ΛCDM and ∼ 3% when
considering massive neutrinos and dynamical dark energy.
3.2.3 Comparison with HaloFit, EuclidEmulator, and
NgenHaloFit
We now compare our emulation results against four widely-
used methods to predict the nonlinear evolution: HaloFit
(Takahashi et al. 2012), the Euclid Emulator (Euclid Col-
laboration et al. 2019), NGenHalofit (Smith & Angulo
2019), and Mira-Titan (Lawrence et al. 2017). Since not
all of them have been calibrated over the whole parameter
space covered by our emulator, we have restricted the com-
parison to the volume covered by the Euclid Emulator. We
note that of our 800 training cosmologies, only 2 of them
fall within this parameter volume.
In Fig. 10 we display the ratio of those predictions
to that of our BACCO emulator. Coloured lines show 10
cosmologies set by a latin hypercube inside the Euclid
Emulator parameter space. In addition, we show as a heavy
line the Euclid reference cosmology: Ωcdm = 0.26067, σ8 =
0.8102, Ωb = 0.04897, ns = 0.9665, h = 0.6766, Mν = 0,
w0 = −1, wa = 0, employed by (Euclid Collaboration et al.
2019).
On large scales, k < 0.08hMpc−1, our emulator
agrees almost perfectly with NGenHalofit and the Euclid
Emulator. Halofit, on the other hand shows a small con-
stant power deficit, whereas the Mira-Titan displays a
weakly scale-dependent offset. Over this range of scales,
Mira-Titan is given by TimeRG perturbation theory
(Pietroni 2008; Upadhye et al. 2014), which might indicate
inaccuracies in that approach.
On intermediate scales, 0.08 < k/[hMpc−1] < 0.5, our
results agree very well with those of NGenHalofit; for al-
most all cosmologies the differences are within the expected
accuracy of our emulator. In contrast, we see that Halofit
overestimates the amount of power by about 2% at z = 0
and it does not correctly captures the BAO nonlinear smear-
ing (as was already noted by Euclid Collaboration et al.
2019). On the other hand, MiraTitan underestimates the
power by up to 2.5% at z = 0, and displays a strong fea-
ture at k ∼ 0.2hMpc−1 at z = 1. Over this range of scales
MiraTitan employs a suite of low-resolution, large volume
simulations, thus the disagreement could be due to an insuf-
ficient numerical accuracy in their simulations.
On small scales, k > 0.5hMpc−1, we continue to see dif-
ferences among the three methods. For halofit, NGenHaloFit
and Mira-Titan, they are systematic, roughly independent
of cosmology, and decrease at higher redshift. This suggests
that the origin is mostly caused by the different numerical
accuracy in the underlying simulations. Specifically, the sim-
ulations used by Smith & Angulo (2019) employ a softening
length  = 8h−1kpc, which according to Eq. 1 is expected to
produce an underestimation of 1.5% at k = 5hMpc−1. In ad-
dition, the transition between their high and low-resolution
runs occurs at k ∼ 0.6hMpc−1 which might be related to
the deficit we observe at k ∼ 0.7− 0.7hMpc−1 at z = 0.
In contrast, the differences with respect to Euclid
Emulator vary significantly for different cosmologies. Specif-
ically, for the Euclid Reference Cosmology, the agreement
is subpercent on all scales. However, for our other test
cosmologies, differences have a spread of ∼ 5%, even at
k < 1hMpc−1. We do not see this behaviour with other
methods, which might suggest that there are significant un-
certainties in the emulated power spectra of the Euclid
Emulator beyond their quoted precision.
Finally, we note that there is a 1% “bump” at k ∼
3hMpc−1 in all z = 1 panels, which is originated by our
imperfect shotnoise correction.
The previous comparison was done in a rather restricted
cosmological parameter volume, which served as a strong
test of our accuracy. However, one of the biggest advantages
of our method is the ability to predict much more extreme
cosmologies even with non-standard ingredients. We provide
an example of this next.
In Fig. 11 we show the predictions for the effects of mas-
sive neutrinos on the z = 0 cold matter (baryons plus dark
matter) power spectrum. We display the ratio between cases
with various neutrino masses, P νc , relative to that without
massive neutrinos P νc . In all cases we use As = 2.1 × 10−9
and fix all the other cosmological parameters to those of the
“Euclid reference cosmology”. We only display the predic-
tions of HaloFit and Mira-Titan, since NGenHaloFit nor
the Euclid Emulator have been calibrated in the case of
massive neutrinos.
We can see that on large scales, our predictions agree
with both linear theory and HaloFit. For very massive neu-
trino cases, there is also a good agreement with MiraTitan,
but there is a significant disagreement for Mν = 0.1, this
might be caused by the scale-dependent features on large
scales seed in the previous figure. On intermediate scales,
all predictions also agree on the broadband shape of the
neutrino-induced suppression, but our emulator is also able
to capture the slightly different BAO suppression expected
when massive neutrinos are present. On small scales, all
three methods describe the well-known neutrino-induced
spoon-like suppression, disagreeing slightly on the magni-
tude of the maximum suppression. Note however, we expect
our emulator to predict more precisely the full shape of the
nonlinear power spectrum, owing to the systematic uncer-
tainties in HaloFit and Mira-Titan discussed before.
4 SUMMARY
In this paper we have presented the BACCO simulation
project: a framework that aims at delivering high-accuracy
predictions for the distribution of dark matter, galaxies, and
gas as a function of cosmological parameters.
The basic idea consists in combining recent develop-
ments in numerical cosmology – N -body simulations, ini-
tial conditions with suppressed variance, and cosmology-
rescaling methods – to quickly predict the nonlinear dis-
tribution of matter in a cosmological volume. The main ad-
vantage of our approach is that it requires only a small num-
ber of N -body simulations, thus they can be of high resolu-
tion and volume. This in turn allows sophisticated modelling
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of the galaxy population (for instance in terms of subhalo
abundance matching, semi-empirical or semi-analytic galaxy
formation model), and of baryons (including the effects of
cooling, star formation and feedback) in the mass distribu-
tion.
In this paper we have presented the main suite of sim-
ulations of the BACCO project. These consist in 3 sets
of “Paired-&-Fixed” simulations, each of them of a size
L = 1440h−1Mpc and with 80 billion particles. Their cos-
mologies were carefully chosen so that they maximise the
accuracy of our predictions (Fig. 1 and Table 1) while min-
imising computational resources. We have validated the ac-
curacy of our numerical setup with a suite of small N -body
simulations (Fig. 2) and by presenting a realization of the
Euclid comparison project (Fig. 3). These tests indicate our
simulations have an accuracy of 1% up to k ∼ 5hMpc−1.
We have employed our BACCO simulations to predict
more than 16,000 nonlinear power spectra at various red-
shifts and for 800 different cosmologies (Figs. 5 and 6). These
cosmologies span essentially all the currently allowed region
of parameter space of ΛCDM extended to massive neutrinos
and dynamical dark energy. Using these results, we built
an emulator for the 8 most important principal components
of the ratio of the nonlinear power spectrum over the lin-
ear expectation (Fig. 7). We show our emulation procedure
to be accurate at the 1 − 2% level over 0 < z < 1.5 and
10−2 < k/(hMpc−1) < 5 (Figs. 8 and 9). Therefore, our
accuracy is currently limited by that of cosmology rescaling
methods. We compared our predictions against four popu-
lar methods to quickly predict the power spectrum in the
minimal ΛCDM scenario (Fig. 10) and in the presence of
massive neutrinos (Fig. 11).
Since predicting a given cosmology requires an almost
negligible amount of CPU time in our BACCO framework,
we foresee the accuracy of our emulator to continuously
improve as we include more cosmologies in the training
set. Extensions to more parameters should also be possible,
as, for instance, the number of relativistic degrees of free-
dom or curvature, can be easily incorporated in cosmology-
rescaling methods. Additionally, there are several aspects
of such methods that are likely to improve in the future,
which should feedback into more accurate predictions and
emulated power spectra.
On the other hand, effects induced by baryons on the
shape of the nonlinear mass power spectrum can be of 10-
30% (e.g. Chisari et al. 2019). Thus, they are much larger
than current uncertainties in our emulation, cosmology-
rescaling, or even shotnoise. These effects of star formation,
gas cooling, and feeback from supermassive black holes are
quite uncertain and differ significantly between different hy-
drodynamical simulations. However, they can be accurately
modelled in postprocessing using dark-matter only simula-
tions (Schneider & Teyssier 2015). Specifically, Arico` et al.
(2019) showed that the effects of 7 different state-of-the-art
hydrodynamical simulations could all be modelled to bet-
ter than 1% within simple but physically-motivated models.
In the future, we will implement such models and extend
our matter emulation to simultaneously include cosmologi-
cal and astrophysical parameters.
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